Electronegative impurities can attenuate e -signal: high purity is crucial! At every CNGS cycle protons are extracted in 2 spills lasting 10.5 μs each, 50 ms apart. CNGS "Early Warning" signal sent 80 ms before the proton spill extraction, containing information on the time foreseen for the next extraction. Trigger: PMT analog sum signal for each chamber with low threshold discrimination at 100 phe, within 60 μs wide beam gate. 80 events per day are recorded with a trigger rate of about 1 mHz. 
CNGS trigger

µ µ µ µs
First CNGS ν interaction in ICARUS T600 Number of ν interaction within expectations. Electromagnetic showers σ(E)/E = 3%/√E(GeV) Hadron shower (pure Lar) σ(E)/E ≈ 3%/√E(GeV)
TRACKS:
Momentum of high energy particles is measured via multiple scattering: ∆p/p ≈ 10-15% depending on track length and p.
Stopping particles energy is measured by charge integration. Stopping particle identification by means of dE/dx vs E.
Requires good spatial reconstruction
Atmospheric neutrino candidate ICARUS T600 physics potential (2011 ( -2012 ICARUS T600: major milestone towards realization of large scale LAr detector. Interesting physics in itself: unique imaging capability, spatial/calorimetric resolutions and e/π 0 separation → events seen in a new Bubble chamber like way.
2011-2012 run with dedicated SPS periods @ high intensity (10 20 pot, E ν ≈ 17.4 GeV).
For 1.1 · 10 20 pot: 3000 beam related ν µ CC events expected in ICARUS T600.
• 7 ν e CC intrinsic beam associated events with E vis < 20 GeV → BACKGROUND;
• 17 ν τ raw CC events assuming P(ν µ →ν τ ) = 1.4% (∆m 2 = 2.5 · 10 -3 eV 2 , E ν = 20 GeV); • P(τ → eνν) = 18% → 3 electron deep inelastic events with visible energy < 20 GeV → SIGNAL:
• P(τ → eνν) = 18% → 3 electron deep inelastic events with visible energy < 20 GeV → SIGNAL:
-τ → eνν events are characterized by momentum unbalance (2ν emission) and relatively low electron momentum.
-Selection criteria suggest a sufficiently clean separation with kinematic cuts and 50% efficiency, opening the possibility to identify 1-2 ν τ CNGS events in the next 2 years, only in this gold channel.
search for sterile ν in LSND parameter space (deep inelastic ν e CC events excess).
Self triggered events collection:
• ≈ 80 events/year of unbiased atmospheric ν CC;
• zero background proton decay with 3 x 10 32 nucleons for exotic channels.
Sterile neutrino search with ICARUS T600 Sensitivity region, in terms of standard deviations, for 3000 raw CNGS muon neutrino events.
The potential signal is above the background generated by the ν μ-→ ν e appearance search in T600 in LNSD parameter space background generated by the intrinsic ν e beam contamination, in the deep inelastic interval 10-30 GeV.
Largely complementary to the Fermi-lab program in terms of energy and baseline. The successful assembly and operation of ICARUS T600 is the experimental proof that this technique is suitable for large scale experiments.
The unique imaging capability of ICARUS and its spatial and calorimetric resolutions allow to reconstruct and identify events in a new way w.r.t. previous and current experiments. reconstruct and identify events in a new way w.r.t. previous and current experiments.
The 2011-2012 run with CNGS ν µ beam will allow to possibly detect few ν τ appearance events. Interesting perspective also for atmospheric neutrinos, sterile neutrinos and proton decay.
The ICARUS experiment at the Gran Sasso Laboratory is so far a major milestone towards the realization of much more massive LAr detectors .
Thank you! Thank you!
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